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Plant Breeding Principles And Methods
The in-depth study of the genes, heredity and genetic variation in plants falls under the
domain of plant genetics. Modern agriculture has undergone rapid development due to
advancements in genetic modification and improved crop breeding. The breeding and
selection of plants is dependent on its genetic composition. Plant breeding can be
accomplished with a range of different techniques, from simply selecting plants with the
right combination of desirable traits to methods employing complex molecular
techniques. Genes are the determiners of qualitative and quantitative traits in plants. An
understanding of the mode of reproduction is vital for enabling artificial manipulation
and breeding of improved plant varieties. Certain methods of fertilization commonly
employed by crop breeders are self-fertilization, asexual propagation, apomixis or selfcloning, and cross-pollination. This book contains some path-breaking studies in plant
genetics. It is compiled in such a manner, that it will provide in-depth knowledge about
the theory and practice of using plant genetics for advancements in agriculture. It will
help the readers in keeping pace with the rapid changes in this field.
Studies in the Agricultural and Food Sciences: Plant Breeding for Pest and Disease
Resistance presents a critical review of the development of resistant varieties of plant to
pests and diseases. It discusses the economic impact of pests and diseases; the methods of
controlling these pests and diseases; and the challenges being faced by a plant breeder.
Some of the topics covered in the book are the general principles and methods of
breeding for resistance; importance of parasite variability to the plant breeder; methods
of testing for resistance; requirements for successful inoculation; production of resistant
varieties; and economic importance of fungal diseases; and variability in fungal
pathogen. Pathogenic fungi and fungal diseases are also covered. The control of fungal
diseases by resistant varieties is discussed. An in-depth analysis of diseases in plants is
provided. The characteristics of bacteria and bacterial diseases are also presented. A
chapter is devoted to epidemiology of diseases associated with mycoplasma-like
organisms and rickettsia-like organisms. The book can provide useful information to
farmers, botanists, students, and researchers.
To respond to the increasing need to feed the world's population as well as an ever
greater demand for a balanced and healthy diet there is a continuing need to produce
improved new cultivars or varieties of plants, particularly crop plants. The strategies
used to produce these are increasingly based on our knowledge of relevant science,
particularly genetics, but involves a multidisciplinary understanding that optimizes the
approaches taken. Principles of Plant Genetics and Breeding, 2nd Edition introduces
both classical and molecular tools for plant breeding. Topics such as biotechnology in
plant breeding, intellectual property, risks, emerging concepts (decentralized breeding,
organic breeding), and more are addressed in the new, updated edition of this text.
Industry highlight boxes are included throughout the text to contextualize the information
given through the professional experiences of plant breeders. The final chapters provide
a useful reference on breeding the largest and most common crops. Up-to-date edition of
this bestselling book incorporating the most recent technologies in the field Combines
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both theory and practice in modern plant breeding Updated industry highlights help to
illustrate the concepts outlined in the text Self assessment questions at the end of each
chapter aid student learning Accompanying website with artwork from the book available
to instructors
Molecular Plant Breeding
Plant Breeding
Genetic Principles and Plant Breeding Methods
Principles and Plant Breeding Methods of Field Crops in India
Essentials of Plant Breeding
This book provides comprehensive information on the latest tools and
techniques of molecular genetics and their applications in crop improvement. It
thoroughly discusses advanced techniques used in molecular markers, QTL
mapping, marker-assisted breeding, and molecular cytogenetics.
The basic concept of this book is to examine the use of innovative methods
augmenting traditional plant breeding towards the development of new crop
varieties under different environmental conditions to achieve sustainable food
production. This book consists of two volumes: Volume 1 subtitled Breeding,
Biotechnology and Molecular Tools and Volume 2 subtitled Agronomic, Abiotic
and Biotic Stress Traits. This is Volume 1 which consists of 21 chapters covering
domestication and germplasm utilization, conventional breeding techniques and
the role of biotechnology. In addition to various biotechnological applications in
plant breeding, it includes functional genomics, mutations and methods of
detection, and molecular markers. In vitro techniques and their applications in
plant breeding are discussed with an emphasis on embryo rescue, somatic cell
hybridization and somaclonal variation. Other chapters cover haploid breeding,
transgenics, cryogenics and bioinformatics.
Organic crop breeding: integrating organic agricultural approaches and
traditional and modern plant breeding methods / Edith T. Lammerts van Bueren
and James R. Myers -- Nutrient management in organic farming and
consequences for direct and indirect selection strategies / Monika Messmer ... [et
al.] -- Pest and disease management in organic farming: implications and
inspirations for plant breeding / Thomas F. Doring ... [et al.] -- Approaches to
breed for improved weed suppression in organically grown cereals / Steve P.
Hoad ... [et al.] -- Breeding for genetically diverse populations: variety mixtures
and evolutionary populations / Julie C. Dawson and Isabelle Goldringer -Centralized or decentralized breeding: the potentials of participatory approaches
for low-input and organic agriculture / Dominique Desclaux ... [et al.] -- Values
and principles in organic farming and consequences for breeding approaches
and techniques / Klaus P. Wilbois, Maaike Raaijmakers, and Edith T. Lammerts
van Bueren -- Plant breeding, variety release and seed commercialisation: laws
and policies applied to the organic sector / Véronique Chable ... [et al.] -- Wheat:
breeding for organic farming systems / Matt Arterburn, Kevin Murphy, and Steve
S. Jones -- Maize: breeding and field testing for organic farmers / Walter A.
Goldstein ... [et al.] -- Rice: crop breeding using farmer led participatory plant
breeding / Charito P. Mendina -- Soybean: breeding for organic farming systems /
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Johann Vollmann and Michelle Menken -- Faba bean: breeding for organic
farming systems / Wolfgang Link and Lamiae Ghaouti -- Potato: perspectives to
breed for an organic crop ideotype / Marjolein Tiemens-Hulscher, Edith. T.
Lammerts van Bueren, and Ronald C.B. Hutten -- Tomato: breeding for improved
disease resistance in fresh market and home garden varieties / Bernd Horneburg
and James R. Myers -- Brassicas: breeding cole crops for organic agriculture /
James R. Myers, Laurie McKenzie, and Roeland E. Voorrips -- Onion: breeding
onions for low-input and organic agriculture / Olga E. Scholten and Thomas W.
Kuyper.
Principles, Techniques and Applications
With Special Reference to Horticultural Crops. A Review of Literature and
Description of Practical Methods
Principles and Methods of Plant Breeding
Organic Crop Breeding
Studies in the Agricultural and Food Sciences
Covering traditional and emerging breeding procedures, this book explores the scientific bases
and details of breeding plants. It puts a special emphasis on the further refinements possible in
the light of the latest developments in molecular biology. Specific breeding methods in self and
cross-pollinated crops, their genetic basis and scope of further refinements, concepts and
techniques of tissue culture, molecular biology and production of transgenic plants, commonly
used experimental designs in plant breeding, seed production, and implications of plant
breeder's rights are other highlights.
Origins and development of cultivated plants. Breeding aims. Breeding methods: General.
Special. Breeding principles.
In the last 25 years, research on horticultural crops, particularly on 'crop improvement and
breeding' has been taken up by many SAU's and ICAR institutes with the result the genetic
base of a number of horticultural crops has been broadened and many improved cultivars have
been developed despite the fact the breeding is relatively cumbersome in many horticultural
crops vis a vis agricultural crops. The 3rd fully revised and expanded edition has been
specially written with the hope that it may provide a satisfactory guidance for students of
agriculture and horticulture including applied botany and also for the horticultural enthusiasts.
More emphasis has been given in this book to explain the principles and methods of breeding
of important Horticulture Crops and also the achievements made in these crops in the
development of new cultivars. The book has been designed with the main consideration to
serve a dual purpose of being a text and reference. Keeping this thing in mind the entire book
has been divided into three major parts. The first part deals with the principles and methods of
breeding adopted in horticultural crops propagated both sexually and asexually. The second
part deals with the achievements in breeding of perennial horticultural crops. The third part
covers achievements made in breeding of annual horticultural crops.
Gene Editing Principles and Applications
Plant Genetics: Principles, Techniques and Applications
Principles and Procedures of Plant Breeding
Plant Biotechnology and Genetics
Breeding Of Horticultural Crops

As ancient as agriculture itself, plant breeding is one of civilization\'s oldest activities.
Today, world food production is more dependent than ever on the successful cultivation
of only a handful of major crops, while continuing advances in agriculture rely on
successfully breeding new varieties that are well-adapted to their human-influenced
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ecological circumstances. Plant breeding involves elements of both natural and cultural
selection-a process which operates on individual plants and on plant populations. This
book offers the most recent detailed knowledge of plant reproduction and their
environmental interaction, which can help guide new breeding programs and help insure
continuing progress in providing more food for growing populations produced with
better care of the environment.
The discipline of plant breeding has undergone transformation due to the assimilation
of the rapid developments in molecular biology. The existing books on plant breeding
deal mainly with the classical approaches, while specialized books on molecular
approaches usually lack discussion of the classical methods. The book Molecular Plant
Breeding attempts to present the complete picture of plant breeding ranging from the
classical to the molecular approaches applied to crop improvement. The book is divided
into four sections: Classical Plant Breeding, Transgenic technology, Molecular Markers,
and Miscellaneous. The first section deals with the classical plant breeding and is
divided into eight chapters. The second section has four chapters and describes
transgenic technology. The third section discusses various aspects of molecular markers
and is spread over three chapters. The final section has a single chapter dealing with
variety release, seed multiplication and intellectual property rights. This book is designed
primarily for graduate students, viz., B.Sc. agriculture and B.Sc. science students with
botany as one of the subjects, who would get their first exposure to plant breeding. It
would also be useful for the post-graduate students, especially in botany, and to teachers
of the subject. The book is written in simple and easy to understand language.
Illustrations and photographs have been provided wherever they were expected to
facilitate comprehension of the subject under discussion.
This book offers a detailed overview of both conventional and modern approaches to
plant breeding. In 25 chapters, it explores various aspects of conventional and modern
means of plant breeding, including: history, objective, activities, centres of origin, plant
introduction, reproduction, incompatibility, sterility, biometrics, selection, hybridization,
methods of breeding both self- and cross- pollinated crops, heterosis, synthetic varieties,
induced mutations and polyploidy, distant hybridization, quality breeding, ideotype
breeding, resistance breeding, breeding for stress resistance, G x E interactions, tissue
culture, genetic engineering, molecular breeding, genomics, gene action and varietal
release. The book’s content addresses the needs of students worldwide. Modern methods
like molecular breeding and genomics are dealt with extensively so as to provide a firm
foundation and equip readers to read further advanced books. Each chapter discusses
the respective subject as comprehensively as possible, and includes a section on further
reading at the end. Info-boxes highlight the latest advances, and care has been taken to
include nearly all topics required under the curricula of MS programs. As such, the
book provides a much-needed reference guide for MS students around the globe.
Principles and Methods of Plant-breeding
Plant Breeding and Cultivar Development
Principles of Plant Breeding
Introductory Principles of Plant Breeding
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Plant Resistance Through Breeding and Molecular Approaches
This book attempts to present a readable format on plant breeding principles and their
application, based on the collective experience of the three authors, but with a heavy
dependence on the scientific literature. Modem pedagogy recognizes that teaching can
occur when students are motivated to learn. Subject matter must be communicated in an
interesting, appealing, and understandable fashion. In preparing the text, every effort has
been made to translate pertinent plant breeding references into a clear, logical, and
comprehensible format for those studying the challenging and dynamic field of plant
breeding.
The International Centre for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies (CIHEAM),
established in 1962, is an intergovernmental organization of four teen countries: Albania,
Algeria, Egypt, France, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, Malta, Morocco, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia,
Turkey and Yugoslavia. Four institutes (Bari, Italy; Chania, Greece; Montpellier, France
and Zaragoza, Spain) provide post-graduate education at the Master of Science level.
CIHEAM promotes research networks on Mediterranean agricultural priorities, supports
the organization of specialized education in member countries, holds seminars and
workshops bringing together technologists and scientists involved in Mediterranean
agriculture and regularly produces diverse publications including the series 'Options
Mediterraneennes'. Through these activities, CIHEAM promotes North/South dialogue
and international co-operation for agricultural development in the Mediterranean region.
Plant breeding is, since 1982, one of the fields in which CIHEAM is con ducting a
programme of training and promotion of research, through its Mediterranean Agronomic
Institute of Zaragoza. The programme includes a one-year advanced specialization course,
a series of two-week courses for professionals, and support for collaborative research
activities in Mediterranean-relevant species. Many of these activities are organized in col
laboration with national and international institutions. The publication in 1993 of Plant
Breeding. Principles and Prospects, which ini tiated the Chapman & Hall's Plant Breeding
Series, has become an important feature of CIHEAM's plant breeding programme. We are
now pleased to add a further volume to that series: the present book, Statistical Methods
for Plant Variety Evaluation.
Introductory topics. Genetic basis of breeding self-pollinated crops. Breeding nethods with
self-pollinated crops. Genetics basis of breeding cross-pollinated. Breeding methods with
cross-pollinated crops. Breeding for disease resistance. Polyploidy in plant breeding.
Interspecific hibridization. Miscellaneous topics.
Principles And Practices: 3rd Revised And Enlarged Edition
PLANT BREEDING: Classical to Modern
Key Notes on Genetics and Plant Breeding
Plant Breeding for Pest and Disease Resistance
Biotechnological and Conventional Approaches
The revised edition of the bestselling textbook, covering both classical and molecular plant breeding
Principles of Plant Genetics and Breeding integrates theory and practice to provide an insightful
examination of the fundamental principles and advanced techniques of modern plant breeding.
Combining both classical and molecular tools, this comprehensive textbook describes the
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multidisciplinary strategies used to produce new varieties of crops and plants, particularly in
response to the increasing demands to of growing populations. Illustrated chapters cover a wide
range of topics, including plant reproductive systems, germplasm for breeding, molecular breeding,
the common objectives of plant breeders, marketing and societal issues, and more. Now in its third
edition, this essential textbook contains extensively revised content that reflects recent advances and
current practices. Substantial updates have been made to its molecular genetics and breeding
sections, including discussions of new breeding techniques such as zinc finger nuclease,
oligonucleotide directed mutagenesis, RNA-dependent DNA methylation, reverse breeding,
genome editing, and others. A new table enables efficient comparison of an expanded list of
molecular markers, including Allozyme, RFLPs, RAPD, SSR, ISSR, DAMD, AFLP, SNPs and ESTs.
Also, new and updated “Industry Highlights” sections provide examples of the practical
application of plant breeding methods to real-world problems. This new edition: Organizes topics to
reflect the stages of an actual breeding project Incorporates the most recent technologies in the field,
such as CRSPR genome edition and grafting on GM stock Includes numerous illustrations and endof-chapter self-assessment questions, key references, suggested readings, and links to relevant
websites Features a companion website containing additional artwork and instructor resources
Principles of Plant Genetics and Breeding offers researchers and professionals an invaluable resource
and remains the ideal textbook for advanced undergraduates and graduates in plant science,
particularly those studying plant breeding, biotechnology, and genetics.
Plant Breeding and Cultivar Development features an optimal balance between classical and modern
tools and techniques related to plant breeding. Written for a global audience and based on the
extensive international experience of the authors, the book features pertinent examples from major
and minor world crops. Advanced data analytics (machine learning), phenomics and artificial
intelligence are explored in the book's 30 chapters that cover classical and modern plant breeding. By
presenting these advancements in specific detail, private and public sector breeding programs will
learn about new, effective and efficient implementation. The insights are clear enough that non-plant
breeding majoring students will find it useful to learn about the subject, while advanced level students
and researchers and practitioners will find practical examples that help them implement their work.
Bridges the gap between conventional breeding practices and state-of-the-art technologies Provides
real-world case studies of a wide range of plant breeding techniques and practices Combines insights
from genetics, genomics, breeding science, statistics, computer science and engineering for crop
improvement and cultivar development
Horticultural Plant Breeding is a complete and comprehensive resource for the development of new
cultivars or clones of horticultural crops. It covers the basic theories that underpin plant breeding
and applies Mendelian, quantitative and population inheritance practices in smaller populations
where the individual plant has high value. Specific traditional breeding methods are also covered,
with an emphasis on how these methods are adapted for horticultural species. In addition, the
integration of biotechnologies with traditional breeding methodologies is explored, with an emphasis
on specific applications for fruits, vegetables and ornamental crop species. Presented in focused
sections, Horticultural Plant Breeding addresses historical perspectives and context, and genetics as a
critical foundation of plant breeding. It highlights treatments of the various components of breeding
programs, such as breeding objectives, germplasm, population engineering, mating systems,
enhanced selection methods, established breeding methods applicable to inbreeding and outcrossing
situations, and post-breeding activities. Provides a complete and comprehensive resource for those
involved in the development of new cultivars or clones of horticultural crops Guides readers to the
most appropriate breeding strategy including potential integration of traditional and biotechnology
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strategies that will best achieve a cost-effective outcome Will include access to 20 narrated slide sets
to facilitate additional understanding
The Cornell Reading-courses, Lesson for the Farm
Horticultural Plant Breeding
Marker-Assisted Plant Breeding: Principles and Practices
Statistical Methods for Plant Variety Evaluation
Advances in Plant Breeding Strategies: Breeding, Biotechnology and Molecular Tools
Marker-assisted plant breeding involves the application of molecular marker techniques and statistical
and bioinformatics tools to achieve plant breeding objectives in a cost-effective and time-efficient
manner. This book is intended for beginners in the field who have little or no prior exposure to
molecular markers and their applications, but who do have a basic knowledge of genetics and plant
breeding, and some exposure to molecular biology. An attempt has been made to provide sufficient basic
information in an easy-to-follow format, and also to discuss current issues and developments so as to
offer comprehensive coverage of the subject matter. The book will also be useful for breeders and
research workers, as it offers a broad range of up-to-the-year information, including aspects like the
development of different molecular markers and their various applications. In the first chapter, the field
of marker-assisted plant breeding is introduced and placed in the proper perspective in relation to plant
breeding. The next three chapters describe the various molecular marker systems, while mapping
populations and mapping procedures including high-throughput genotyping are discussed in the
subsequent five chapters. Four chapters are devoted to various applications of markers, e.g. markerassisted selection, genomic selection, diversity analysis, finger printing and positional cloning. In closing,
the last two chapters provide information on relevant bioinformatics tools and the rapidly evolving field
of phenomics.
Gain a better understanding of the genetic and physiological bases of stress response and stress tolerance
as part of crop improvement programs Abiotic Stresses: Plant Resistance Through Breeding and
Molecular Approaches explores innovative methods for breeding new varieties of major crops with
resistance to environmental stresses that limit crop production worldwide. Experts provide you with
basic principles and techniques of plant breeding as well as work done in relation to improving resistance
in specific important world food crops. This book supplies extensive bibliographies at the end of each
chapter, as well as tables and figures that illustrate the research findings. Abiotic Stresses is divided into
two sections. In the first section, you will find: the general principles of breeding crops for stress
resistance genetic engineering and molecular biology procedures for crop improvement for stress
environments data on genome mapping and its implications for improving stress resistance in plants
information about breeding for resistance/tolerance to salinity, drought, flooding, metals, low nutrient
availability, high/low temperatures The second section of this timely resource focuses on the efforts of
acknowledged specialists who concentrated their efforts on important individual crops, such as: wheat
barley rice maize oilseed crops cotton tomato This book fills a niche and interface in the available
literature as it deals with all of the major stresses from a perspective of crop breeding, covering the latest
advances in molecular breeding technology. Abiotic Stresses will help scientists and academics in botany,
plant breeding, plant environmental stress studies, agriculture, and horticulture modify and improve
breeding programs globally.
The discipline of plant breeding has undergone transformation due to the assimilation of the rapid
developments in molecular biology. The existing books on plant breeding deal mainly with the classical
approaches, while specialized books on molecular approaches usually lack discussion of the classical
methods. The book Plant Breeding for 21st Century attempts to present the complete picture of plant
breeding ranging from the classical to the molecular approaches applied to crop improvement. The book
is divided into four sections: Classical Plant Breeding, Transgenic technology, Molecular Markers, and
Miscellaneous. The first section deals with the classical plant breeding and is divided into eight chapters.
The second section has four chapters and describes transgenic technology. The third section discusses
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various aspects of molecular markers and is spread over three chapters. The final section has a single
chapter dealing with variety release, seed multiplication and intellectual property rights. This book is
designed primarily for graduate students, viz., B.Sc. agriculture and B.Sc. science students with botany as
one of the subjects, who would get their first exposure to plant breeding. It would also be useful for the
post-graduate students, especially in botany, and to teachers of the subject. The book is written in simple
and easy to understand language. Illustrations and photographs have been provided wherever they were
expected to facilitate comprehension of the subject under discussion.
Principles of Plant Genetics and Breeding
Molecular Techniques in Crop Improvement
Breeding, Biotechnology and Seed Production of Field Crops
Objective Plant Breeding
Principles of the Organization and Methods of Plant Breeding ...

Designed to inform and inspire the next generation of plant biotechnologists Plant
Biotechnology and Genetics explores contemporary techniques and applications of plant
biotechnology, illustrating the tremendous potential this technology has to change our world
by improving the food supply. As an introductory text, its focus is on basic science and
processes. It guides students from plant biology and genetics to breeding to principles and
applications of plant biotechnology. Next, the text examines the critical issues of patents and
intellectual property and then tackles the many controversies and consumer concerns over
transgenic plants. The final chapter of the book provides an expert forecast of the future of
plant biotechnology. Each chapter has been written by one or more leading practitioners in
the field and then carefully edited to ensure thoroughness and consistency. The chapters are
organized so that each one progressively builds upon the previous chapters. Questions set
forth in each chapter help students deepen their understanding and facilitate classroom
discussions. Inspirational autobiographical essays, written by pioneers and eminent scientists
in the field today, are interspersed throughout the text. Authors explain how they became
involved in the field and offer a personal perspective on their contributions and the future of
the field. The text's accompanying CD-ROM offers full-color figures that can be used in
classroom presentations with other teaching aids available online. This text is recommended
for junior- and senior-level courses in plant biotechnology or plant genetics and for courses
devoted to special topics at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. It is also an ideal
reference for practitioners.
Genetics is the study of genes, heredity, and genetic variation in living organisms while plant
breeding is the art and science of changing the traits of plants in order to produce desired
characteristics. The fundamental discoveries of Darwin and Mendel established the scientific
basis for plant breeding and genetics at the turn of the 20th century. Trait inheritance and
molecular inheritance mechanisms of genes are still a primary principle of genetics in the
21st century, but modern genetics has expanded beyond inheritance to studying the function
and behavior of genes. The recent integration of advances in biotechnology, genomic
research, and molecular marker applications with conventional plant breeding practices has
created the foundation for molecular plant breeding. The present book entitled "Key notes on
Genetics and Plant Breeding" has been designed to provide a simple umbrella for the
multidisciplinary field of modern plant breeding that combines molecular tools and
methodologies with conventional approaches for crop improvement. The topics mainly
covered includes general genetics, genome organization of crop plants, cytogenetics of crop
plants, reproduction and pollination methods, plant breeding methods, population and
quantitative genetics principles, biometrical genetics, plant breeding for stress resistance and
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nutrional quality, genetic engineering and biotechnological tools in plant breeding, plant
genetic resources and their regulatory system, seed- classes and certification, economic
botany and medicinal plants and Statistical methods and field plot techniques. Hope this
volume would be useful for graduate and post graduate students of Agriculture and Biology
in all Indian Universities. This will also be useful for those appearing in Competitive
examinations such as Agricultural Research Services of the Indian Council of Agricultural
Research, National Eligibility Test, Civil Services Examination and other allied examinations.
In modern days, crop improvement is a multidisciplinary division of agriculture. In this book,
entitled, Breeding, Biotechnology and Seed Production of Field Crops, emphasis has been
given on principles, methods and practices in plant breeding, biotechnology in crop
improvement and seed production of field crops. The book has been written for all sections of
learners, educators and staff-members of seed industries. Particular importance has been
underlined for postgraduate students who specialize in plant breeding and seed science. Each
chapter of the book has been designed as per the recommended of syllabus of Indian Council
of Agricultural Research for the postgraduate students of various Agricultural Universities in
our country. This book has been divided into two major parts- i) Principles of crop breeding
and ii) Methods and practices of crop improvement and seed production of individual field
crop. The book contains total of 18 chapteFirst three chapters are related to shed light on the
basic-principles and remaining chapters deal with methods and practices of individual crop
for improvement and seed production. We hope that the book will be ready to lend a hand to
the advanced undergraduate students doing plant breeding in elective, postgraduate students
who opted plant breeding, teachers, researchers and staff-members of private seed companies
of this field of specialization.
Principles of Cultivar Development: Theory and technique
Abiotic Stresses
Principles and Methods
Theory And Practice
PLANT BREEDING IN 21ST CENTURY
Gene or genome editing is barely two decades old, but its impact is
palpable in every discipline of biological sciences, especially basic
and applied biomedical researches. It enables a planned and precise
alterations in genome sequences as well as controlled activation or
repression of selected gene functions. Base editors based on CRISPRCas system were created a couple of years ago, and they permit
permanent conversion of the single targeted base pair into another
base pair. The potential of this powerful discipline are testified by
its contributions in the form of gene therapies of otherwise
intractable human diseases and improved crop varieties with novel
traits. The present book is designed to provide the basic principles
of gene editing as well describe its realized and potential
applications. The book targets biologists in general and geneticists,
biomedical researchers and plant breeders in particular. It is hoped
that it will be useful to post-graduate students, research scholars
and research workers concerned with analyses of biological phenomena
and development of strains with novel and useful traits.
This volume will be the only existing single-authored book offering a
science-based breeder’s manual directed at breeding for water-limited
environments. Plant breeding is characterized by the need to integrate
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information from diverse disciplines towards the development and
delivery of a product defines as a new cultivar. Conventional breeding
draws information from disciplines such as genetics, plant physiology,
plant pathology, entomology, food technology and statistics. Plant
breeding for water-limited environments and the development of drought
resistant crop cultivars is considered as one of the more difficult
areas in plant breeding while at the same time it is becoming a very
pressing issue. This volume is unique and timely in that it develops
realistic solutions and protocols towards the breeding of drought
resistant cultivars by integrating knowledge from environmental
science, plant physiology, genetics and molecular biology.
Plant Breeding for Water-Limited Environments
2nd Edition
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